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OBJECTIVES:

,' Power Point Presentation

,' World Famous Mathematicians

; RDPS

,.GLH

; Friday, December ,22nd 2Ol7

; VII A-E

,' Intra School Activity

To motivate children to enhance their Knowledge.

Students will gain skills and understanding of the presentation of slides.

To engage the children in something constructive as well as informative.

To provide tne students a platform to present their inherent talents.

DESCRIPTION:

"Mathematics is ti:e supr€rfi€ judge; fr**r its decisi$ns ti'lere is nc app*41."

T*bias **Eltuig

Mathemaucs is not a book confr ned urithin a cover - it is not a soil, whose fertility can be exhausted by the yield of

successive harvests; ii is noi a ccntlnent or an oceai-;, '.tth+Se ere3
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limitless as that space which it finds too narrolv for its aspirations;

are forever crowding in and multiplying upon the astronomer's gaze.
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^.. r:rrnerl nIl1' ?iC its ContoUr defined: it is!- , ruf2vv e..r- r

its possibilities are as infinite as the worlds which

A mathematician is someone who uses an extensive knowledge of mathernatics in his or her work, typically to solve

mathematical problems. Mathematics is concerned with numbers, data, quantity, structure, space, models, and

change. Mathematics is a field that many people shy away from, but there are some who had a passion for numbers

and making discoveries regarding equations, measurements, and other numerical solutions in history. They looked for

v,ays to understand the world as it relates to numbers and their contributions have been very important for their

generation and beyond.

Keeping this in mind our school has organized a Power Point Presentation on the topic- World's Famous

Mathematicians for the students of class VII. The students took this opportunity to the fullest and they made beautiful

slides on the topic. It was a very proud moment for the teachers to witness the presentation of the students. The

students of class VII- C stood first in the competition with their outstanding PPT, presentation of the students with full

confidence and quiz played at the end. The activity not only helped the students to display their talent but also

encouraged them gain understanding of the discovcry of Mathematics and its impoi'tance in our day to day life. It also

provided a platform to the students irr spreading awareness for the sarne. This activity proved to be a great

enlightening, inspiring and enriching experience.
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